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Transporting industry 's resort area is a alone similar in some construction of 

other markets where trade goods are sold or purchased on one platform. 

Transporting market construction is distinguishable. 

The construction of the market is determined by its features like `` the 

supply of service being offered, the type of the merchandise, the figure of 

operators, the barriers to entry or go out, the figure of consumers 

demanding the service. `` ( Mc Conville 1999 ) . 

Some theories describe these market signifiers utilizing different theoretical 

accounts runing from perfect competition to Monoply. 

Transporting services is provided by four closely related markets, although 

trading in different trade goods. Even though the sections vary in character 

and intent, they still 

compete for lading and they all operate within the Four Markets of Shipping (

Stopford, 2009 ) . 

The alone mechanism of this market is that it is about unpredictable, 

nevertheless `` the best commercial chances frequently arise when the 

markets behave inconsistently '' . ( Stopford, 2009 ) 

The four transportation markets 
Harmonizing to Stopford ( 1997 ) the transportation industry can be divided 

into four markets, the: 

1. Newbuilding market - where ships are being ordered 

2. Cargo market - where they are being chartered ( used for transit ) 
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3. Sale and purchase market - where they are being sold to other ship-

owners 

4. Destruction market - where they are being sold to trash paces 

Key characteristics of transporting markets: - 

The Newbuilding market 
The new edifice market brings new ships into the transportation industry and

sends hard currency out of 

the market as stuffs, labor and net income. The newbuilding market is 

merchandising ships that are non yet built in other words the ship 's keel 

may hold been laid. 

Hence, one time a ship is ordered, it will take up to four old ages to acquire 

ready for its sea tests. By this clip the full market conditions may hold been 

changed. It is hence of import to hold 

good anticipation of the hereafter before telling. 

Reasons for a purchaser to take to order a new vas alternatively of 

purchasing a pre-owned one can change, but in most instances it depends 

on the monetary values and besides depends on the proprietors design 

standards. 

The monetary values of the newbuilding market seems, harmonizing to 

stopford ( 2009 ) , to be merely every bit volatile as the sale and purchase 

market, hence at some occasions the newbuilding market can hold lower 

monetary values than the second-hand market. 
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The cargo market 
The cargo market is seen as one individual international market divided into 

bomber markets for different types of ships. Harmonizing to Stopford 

( 2009 ) , there are two different types of minutess in the cargo market, the: 

Freight contract where the shipper buys transit from ship-owners at a fixed 

monetary value per ton of lading. 

Time charter where the ship is hired on a daily footing 

Depending on which sector the shipowner and lading holder meet in, there 

are different types 

of contractual understandings used when `` sealing the trade '' . How the 

costs and duties 

are shared between the shipowner and shipper will settle the type of contact

to be used 

( Stopford, 2009 ) . 

i‚·iˆ Voyage charter: The shipowner transports the shippersaˆY lading from A 

to B for a fixed 

monetary value per ton. 

i‚·iˆ Contract of affreightment: The shipowner transports a series of lading 

packages for a 

fixed monetary value per ton. 
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i‚·iˆ Time charter: The charterer is given operational control of the vas 

transporting his 

lading while the shipowner still has ownership and control over the direction 

of the 

ship. This can either be arranged for a individual trip or as a period charter. 

i‚·iˆ Bare boat charter: The charterer has full operational control of the vas, 

but does non 

ain it. This is normally arranged for longer periods ( 10-20 old ages ) . 

i‚·iˆ Freight derivative contract: The contract is arranged against an in 

agreement hereafter value of a 

cargo market index. 

The ship is fixed after all the formalities of type of contract and when the 

cargo rate is agreed between the two parties. The process is simple, a ship-

owner has a vas for hire, a charterer has a lading to transport, and a agent 

puts the trade together. ( Stopford, 1997 ) 

The Sale and purchase market 
The singular cardinal characteristic of this market is that the second-hand 

ships are traded like pokes of murphies at a state market. The participants 

are a mix of shippers, transporting companies and speculators and 

shipbrokers play an of import function in covering with minutess. 
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Trade is between the ship proprietor and an investor who normally is another

ship proprietor so the hard currency does non go forth this market and hence

from the industry. 

The ships may be for sale because they are excessively old or make non 

follow with industry 's ordinances, or the proprietor may be hard currency 

strapped or has decided to alter company 's portfolio. 

Ship monetary values are really volatile, and the value depends on the cargo

rates, age, rising prices and outlooks. 

The Destruction market 
It is the recycling market of the transportation industry. This market can be 

compared to the sale and purchase market, but the difference here is that 

the purchaser is a destruction pace and non a shipowner. When a ship-owner

is no longer able to sell a ship S & A ; P, they will turn to the destruction 

market which is non, harmonizing to Stopford ( 2009 ) , a less glamourous 

market, nevertheless an indispensable portion of the full industry. This 

market can be compared to the sale and purchase market, but the difference

here is that the purchaser is a destruction pace and non a ship proprietor, 

here every bit good ship agent plays an of import function. 

As the cargo market this market is besides a beginning for hard currency to 

the industry, here the purchasers of the disused ships are the scrap pace 

who demolish the ship and trade in the stell and other of import equipment 

and trim parts. 
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This is particularly an of import beginning of hard currency in a recession and

besides in order to 

maintain balance between supply and demand. 

These four markets are seen to be closely correlated, since the activities in 

each of these markets to a great extent affect all these four markets. These 

four markets work together linked by hard currency flow. ( Stopford, 2009 ) 

Outside of these four markets are extra closely related markets, like the 

agents, funding, insurance, etc. 

This makes the full transportation industry composite where every party is of

import for the full transportation industry, since they are impacting one and 

another so as to work closely to each other. 

Even though each market trade in a different trade good, we find the same 

shipowners trading in all 4, and their activities are closely correlated. They 

all respond to rhythms in trade, and as transporting companiesaˆY trade in 

all four markets, the hard currency flows in and out of the market is what 

drives the transporting market rhythm ( Stopford, 2009 ) . 

Transporting Market Model & A ; Shipping Cycle 
The maritime economic sciences is highly complex topic as Stopford asserts 

because of its `` wavy nature '' ( COSCO Summit 2007 ) , so one has to 

understand its theoretical account by foregrounding those factors that are 

most important. The economic sciences here is no different than others 

which take into history the demand and supply. Here It is the market 

mechanism which regulates supply and demand. 
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The primary demand and supply driver in the transportation industry is 

freight rates, which determines the gross of transporting companies. 

Other drivers of the transportation industry are: 

Trade growing 

Geographic concentration of trade 

Menace of wars, buccaneering, storms and hurricanes 

Government countenances on cargo 

Entree to and suitableness of other manners of cargo 

The supply drivers of the industry include: 

Demand for oil and dry majority 

Climatic conditions ( rains, storms and tides ) 

Government limitations on cargo 

hypertext transfer protocol: //www. maersktankers. 

com/PublishingImages/Illustrations/tankermarket_illustration. gif 

Beginning: hypertext transfer protocol: //www. maersktankers. 

com/PublishingImages/Illustrations/tankermarket_illustration. gif 

Stopford ( 2009 ) nowadayss Ten variables in the transportation market 

modelfive each on the demand and supply side viz. 
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DemandA A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A 

A A Supply 

1. World EconomyA A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A 1. World Fleet 

2. Seaborne Commodity TradeA A 2. Fleet Productivity 

3. Average HaulA A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A 3. 

Shipbuilding Production 

4. Political EventA A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A 4. Trashing 

and losingss 

5. Transport CostA A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A 5. Freight rates 

Ten variables in the Transporting Market Model 

Beginning: Stopford, 2009 

This Model, he breaks down into three constituents viz. Demand, Supply and 

Cargo market, Any instability provenders through into the 3rd portion of the 

theoretical account which links the other two through hard currency flows. 

Overview of the Dynamics ( As deduced from stopford 2009 ) 

When ships are in short supply, cargo rates ( ( i. e. , monetary value of sea 

conveyance ) are bid up and hard currency flows into the bank histories of 

ship owners. Eventually the increased hard currency flow starts to impact the

behavior of both the shippers and shipowners. 
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Although the cargo rate is non the lone factor that affects transportation, it is

merely a benefit that the shipper additions from a combined conveyance 

operation ( Branch, 2007 ) . Other hard currency influxs come from the 

destruction market. 

The shipowners will likely get down telling new ships, while the shippers look 

for ways to cut theirA conveyance costs by detaining ladings, exchanging to 

closer providers or utilizing bigger ships. When there are excessively many 

ships, rates are bid down and shipowners have to pull on militias to pay fixed

costs such as fixs and involvement on loans. As militias diminish some 

proprietors are forced to sell ships to raise hard currency. Monetary values of

ships fall to a degree where shipbreakers offer the best monetary value for 

the older ships, cut downing supply. Changes in freight rates may besides 

trip a alteration in the public presentation of the fleet, through 

accommodations to rush and layup. This nexus between market balance and

cargo rates is one of the most of import economic relationships in the 

theoretical account and it is controlled by shipowners who decide how to 

react. This theoretical account gives transporting market rhythms their 

characteristic form of irregular extremums and troughs. This is the market 

theoretical account lineation which controls transportation investing. 

The four mar-kets drive the transportation market rhythm. When the cargo 

rates in the beginning of the rhythm starts to raise the hard currency will flux

into the transportation industry, taking to higher monetary values for 

second-hand ships. As monetary values continue to lift, this will take 

investors into the newbuilding market. When ship-owners have ordered 

sufficient of new ships, the rhythm is normally at its extremum, and finally 
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the procedure will travel into contrary. When cargo rates start to worsen 

taking to less hard currency influxs, this will hold a negative impact on ship-

owners, since in this phase they will get down to pay for their newbuilding 

ships. If ship-owners do non hold adequate liquidness this will coerce them to

sell their ships on the 2nd manus market for garbages. If there are adequate 

new ships supplied in the 2nd manus market to low monetary values, the 

older ships will non acquire any offers and the proprietors are forced to 

direct them to the destruction market. As more ships are scrapped the 

supply of ships will travel down and freight rates will one time once more get

down to lift and the whole market rhythm will get down from the beginning. (

Stopford, 1997 ) 

Freight rate mechanism 
The supply of sea conveyance is influenced by the cargo rate. This is a 

mechanism that the market uses to actuate determination shapers to set 

capacity in the short term and to happen ways to cut down costs in the long 

tally. 

Supply and demand are linked together through the cargo market and 

harmonizing to the 

balance of available ships and lading in the market, shipowners and shippers

negotiate and seek 

to set up a cargo rate which best reflects this ; when there is a excess of 

ships the rates are 

low and when there is a deficit of ships the rates are high ( Stopford, 2009 ) .
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On the demand side, the demand map shows how shippers adjust to 

alterations in the cargo rate. For an single ship the supply map describes the

sum of conveyance the proprietor can 

provide at each degree of cargo rates In response to freight rates the supply 

map plants by movingships in and out of service. There are three factors 

impacting the incline of the short-run supplycurve. First, the age of the vas, 

an older ship normally has higher operating costs, so lay-up will happen at a 

higher cargo rate than for newer ships. Second, the size of the ship ; larger 

ships have lower transit costs per ton of lading. Third, is the relationship 

between velocity and cargo rates, which can be defined from economic 

theory ; if the market is absolutely 

competitory, the ship will be operated at the velocity at which fringy cost 

peers the cargo 

rate ( Stopford, 2009 ) . 

Sellers and purchasers transact in the market and their supply and demand 

demands 

do the monetary value to travel. The `` traveling monetary value '' is an 

equilibrium value of the 

monetary value. This can be explained if we combine the demand and supply

curve diagrams. 

The sea conveyance demand map shows the measure of sea conveyance 

shippers 
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would buy at each degree of the cargo rate. The sea conveyance supply map

shows the measure of sea conveyance bearers would offer at each degree of

the cargo 

rate. The supply and demand curves intersect at the equilibrium monetary 

value in the transportation 

market, which determines the cargo rate at which the measure demanded 

by 

shippers for transportation services is equal to the measure supplied by 

bearers. At this 

point, both shippers and bearers reach a reciprocally acceptable cargo rate 

degree. 

Figure illustrates the cargo rate mechanism. 

In consequence the cargo rate mechanism is the 'switch box ' which controls 

the sum ofmoneypaid by shippers to shipowners for the conveyance they 

supply. ( Stopford 2009 ) 

Features of Transporting Cycles 
Overall, transportation is a cyclical, seasonal and volatile concern. Global 

economic conditions and political developments affect the demand side, 

while the size and handiness of the planetary fleet affect the supply side. 

Imbalances between demand and supply affect plus values, cargo rates and 

net incomes. 
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The intent of transporting market rhythms is to take the weak histrions, go 

forthing merely the strong 

to last and turn. This will in the long-term create an efficient and competitory

transportation 

concern ( Stopford, 2009 ) . 

Economists like Fayle ( 1933 ) , suggested that the transportation rhythm 

starts with a deficit of ships. The addition in the cargo rate stimulates 

overordering of new edifices. Finally, it leads to market prostration and a 

drawn-out slack. The transportation rhythm is a mechanism to equilibrate 

the supply of and demand for ships. If inordinate demand exists, the market 

rewards investors with high cargo rates until more ships are built. If there is 

inordinate supply, the market squeezes the gross with low cargo rates until 

ships are scrapped. 

What Causes the Transporting Cycle? 
The transportation market is driven by a competitory procedure in which 

supply and demand 

interact to find the cargo rate. Excessive demand leads to a deficit 

of ships, which in bend increases the cargo rate. On the other manus, 

inordinate 

supply of ships leads to a decrease in the cargo rate. 

In general, the transportation rhythm is alone, consisting the 

undermentioned features 
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( Stopford 2004 ) : 

The transportation rhythm is a mechanism to organize supply and demand in

the 

transporting market. 

A complete transportation rhythm has the undermentioned phases: trough, 

recovery, extremum, 

and prostration. 

There are no set regulations about the length of each phase. 

There is no expression to foretell the form of the following transportation 

rhythm. 

Business rhythms are straight relative to transporting rhythms, these are the

cause of fluctuations in seaborne trade and ship demand and these do non 

follow any set form therefore foretelling them becomes a really complex 

undertaking. 
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